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OPTIONAL
Aquality is a water cooler
sporting a refined,
contemporary design; the
sturdiness of the materials
and cutting-edge technology
make this product a
champion of efficiency and
reliability.

Wide range
It is available with three different cooling systems, direct
chill - C, tank - RI or ice bank - IB, to guarantee an optimal
balance of cost, performance and functionality.
Types of water available
Chilled water is available on all models, together with roomtemperature water in model A, sparkling water in model
WG and hot water in model H.
Unique range
The HWG version is a one-of-a-kind, unparalleled
product: chilled, hot and sparkling water in a single
machine. AQUALITY HWG offers all the same features of
the sparkling version while also providing the option of
dispensing hot water at 90°C.
Safety
A special safety valve in C/IB models prevents accidental
water leakage.
Sturdiness and reliability
The external metal casing provides sturdiness and makes
the product suitable for use in environments subject to
stringent hygienic requirements.
Plus-optional
Next generation anti-bacterial UV Barrier
To protect the dispensing area.
Stainless steel shell
INOX Machine body entirely in AISI 304 stainless steel.
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AQUALITY H-RI
AQUALITY WG-RI
AQUALITY HWG-RI
AQUALITY A-C
ACQUALITY H-C
ACQUALITY WG-IB
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Filtration
The taste and smell of the water can be improved by fitting
filters capable of removing sediment, chlorine and to some
extent bacteria.
Integrated recommended filters

F-CAL
Customized chlorine purifier
filter, bacteriostatic,
descaler with shut off head

F-MICRO
Customized anti-bacterial
micro-filter, with shut off
head

F-SOFT
Ion exchange resin filter
purifier for hardness
reduction, with shut off
head

FC
Multilayer + active carbon
filter

F-AC
AC Chlorine filter/purifier
with head and shut off
valve

F
4C Chlorine filter/purifier
with head and shut off
valve

Recommended accessories

WATERBLOCK
Prevents accidental
flooding caused by faults
in the water supply line

NO SHOCK
PRV
Absorbs sudden changes Reduces the water mains
in the water mains pressure pressure
if an autoclave is fitted

